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This book is a celebration of the objects brought by the residents of  

Canmore, Alberta to be incorporated into the sculpture Touchstone  

by artist Peter Powning.

These artifacts represent the threads that bind our community  

together and form the fabric of our lives.



Ron Casey

MLA Banff Cochrane 

As Elevation Place takes shape I am continually amazed by the beauty, the strength and 

iconic nature of the structure.  For generations, this building, and the public art that will 

become an integral part of it, will serve as a meeting place for Canmore residents which 

instills in all of us a sense of pride and begins to define us as a community.

Great communities are not defined, to future generations, by the roads and infrastructure 

that were built, but rather by the value placed on architecture and public works of art that 

were created to enhance and beautify those communities. Great communities possess 

things of beauty that reflect their values, their principles, their pride.  The value we place 

on public art is one defining characteristic that separates Canmore from the ordinary.

Peter Powning, the creator of Touchstone, has captured the essence of Canmore as a 

community, in his sculpture. The pyramid shape naturally draws your eyes upward, as do 

the mountains that surround you, to a point where rock and sky meet. The materials he 

chose to work with are representative of the natural landscape that shelters and embraces 

our community. The limestone of Grotto Mountain contains the impressions of life forms 

that inhabited this place in the past, just as impressions of the many artifacts included in 

the sculpture reflect the current inhabitants of this amazing valley. The name of the  

sculpture, Touchstone, speaks to our relationship with the mountains and our natural  

attraction to them, as well as our passion and our love for this place. 

Touchstone will remain for generations, a symbolic work of art that exemplifies Canmore’s 

pride and sense of place.

Canmore Town Council

As members of council, our job is to listen to the variety of voices and 

opinions in the community and to lead and make decisions that reflect 

the broader whole of the community. The Touchstone art piece by Peter 

Powning provides a powerful analogy for this role. Powning’s inclusion of 

various bits and pieces of locally-provided artifacts pulls the monumental 

scale of the sculpture to a local, human scale.  It reflects beautifully the lives 

and history of the people who built this town and those who live here now.  

Itself an iconic landmark, Elevation Place is a great place for the Touchstone 

art piece. The idea behind Elevation Place was to provide a venue for large 

gatherings or competitions, a space for creating lasting relationships in the 

community, and a place for neighbours and friends to extend their daily 

interactions. The vision for the facility is “to be an inspiring gathering place 

that enriches the well-being, enjoyment and aspirations of the commun-

ity.”  Touchstone will surely enrich the experience of everyone who visits 

Elevation Place.

For many years, Canmore’s town council supported a commitment as a 

community to celebrate art as a vital part of our collective lives. The  

decision to create an art acquisition fund, which was first approved by  

Mayor Bert Dyck and his council in 1996 and since supported and  

enhanced by successive councils, shows a maturity of vision for a  

community of our size. The current council is proud to continue this  

support and to welcome Touchstone to Canmore.
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Sometimes in working on site-specific public sculpture proposals 

the “inspiration” comes as much from desperation as anything else. 

There was no such thing with Canmore, there is so much to work with 

here: an interesting, active community,  spectacular geography, vivid 

characters, stunning scenery, amazing wildlife … truly an abundance 

of riches. 

The idea of asking the community to take part in creating it’s own 

narrative was the germ of the project. By providing me with objects 

and artifacts that had a part in defining Canmore for them personally, 

people gave me the source material for the bronze relief that is at the 

core of this sculpture. I wanted to encourage community involvement 

and did we ever get it. It’s been a terrific experience to spend time 

here, meet people and work with the very generous and dedicated 

folks who made this project possible. 

I also wanted to work with a local material and for some reason stone 

came to mind. I spent some time at the Kamenka quarry getting the 

tour and a very understandable overview of the local geology with Lou 

Kamenka. He and Brenda were an inspiration themselves. The stone 

will be picked and supplied by them and they generously donated  

several special “specimen” stones to illustrate various aspects of  

Canmore geology. 

I was here when the golden eagles were migrating. They seemed, 

along with ravens, to be fit symbols for aspects of mountain life so they 

became a motif in the upper portions of the piece. I used the unifying form 

of a pyramid to bring all of these related, but diverse elements together. 

The form also makes reference to mountains without trying to be one.

There are so many people who participated and helped with this  

project that I don’t think I could name them all. The volunteers who made 

the impression-taking sessions for the relief possible were essential to the 

success of this project. Chris Bartolomie, Supervisor, Arts and Culture, did 

a lot of hand-holding and was a key figure in keeping everything on track, 

making introductions and grounding me when I was “in residence”. Tony 

Bloom was an essential guide and resource person and was selfless in  

helping me out. Cheryl Baxter arranged for my visits to local grade schools 

and much more. Conrad Habing was a key figure as well. The people at 

3Fab in Calgary, who fabricated the stainless steel portion of the sculpture 

did an excellent job. Canmore stone mason Leighton Poidevin, was a  

pleasure to work with and critical in making the stone sing. 

There are many other people I should mention, they know who they 

are, and I hope they don’t mind not being listed. They all made me feel 

welcome in Canmore and made this project possible as a collaborative 

community cultural enterprise. 

Many thanks to you all.

Artist Peter Powning’s illustration of the sculpture Touchstone for Elevation Place in Canmore.
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Gerry Stephenson

Canary cage, flame safety lamp

This cage was used by the Canmore mine rescue team.  It probably 

dates back to the 1920s or 1930s and was made in the U.K.  I used a 

similar cage when I was on mine rescue work in Northern England.  

The cage held a canary and was used to test for poisonous gas after 

a fire or explosion.  If the canary was overcome it could be revived by 

closing the door and giving it a whiff of oxygen.  

The flame safety lamp was initially used as a means of illumination 

in coal mines. It was safe to use even in a gassy mine. It was used to 

detect methane and other explosive gas, similar to my own lamp, 

which I used in Canmore mines from 1968 to 1974.  

The ‘canary in the coal mine’ is a commonly used phrase to suggest  

that a canary will respond to the first hint of danger. A canary’s small 

size provided a quick indication of a toxic build-up of gases in a 

mine–an indication of what could also happen to miners, if action 

was not taken quickly.

Vi Sandford

National Park Pass 

Until 1930, Canmore was inside the boundary of Rocky Mountains National Park. The Park 

Pass was a metal bison given to those who entered the park, to affix to their vehicles.   

In 1930, the resource-rich Canmore region was removed from the park and Banff National 

Park was formed.  BNP’s boundaries remain as they are today, and the National Park gate 

is west of Canmore.

In 1935, Annie Staple, the gatekeeper turned 

away three men from entering the Park 

because they had no money and couldn’t pay 

for the pass. It turned out that they were  

fugitives fleeing  from the murder scene of 

two police officers in Benito Manitoba.   

Annie notified the RCMP, and the ensuing 

gun battle ended with the death of two more 

police officers and the three fugitives as well. 

All for the want of a Park’s Pass.

Flame safety lamp
Canary cage
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Amanda Sittrop

Mining drill bit 

This type of drill bit was used in rock 

mining. The extremely heavy bit was  

attached to the drill, and the three  

bottom pieces would rotate and drill into 

the rock face. It is important to see these 

tools to understand just how physically 

demanding mining is.

Bob Steele

Tire chains, keys, 

railroad spike

This tire chain was required 

to go up to Mt. Norquay ski 

hill in the 1940s and 1950s.

Mary Smith and Donna Kennedy

Ralph Connor Memorial United Church  

baptismal font spoon 

Donated by the Bracco Family

“The little white church on Main Street” was the first 

church built in Canmore, as a Presbyterian church, with 

the first service held on January 25, 1891.  The first minister 

was Rev. Charles W. Gordon who served Banff, Canmore 

and several lumber and mining camps in the area. He later 

became well known for the many books he wrote under 

his pen name Ralph Connor.

The church has served continuously for 121 years. It joined 

Church Union in 1925, becoming Canmore United Church 

and then in 1942 it was renamed Ralph Connor Memorial 

United Church. Several additions were added over the 

years and a major rebuilding done in 1984 but the historic 

sanctuary remains the same. 

Gary Buxton

Railroad spike

The spike is part of  

Canmore’s mining history. 

I found the spike out  

walking one day on an old 

abandoned rail bed on  

Three Sisters.

Linda Hammell

Aboriginal drum

We moved here from the East in 1978 just 

before the mine closed down. I became 

interested in all the people who came to this 

valley before us, including the first Aboriginal 

people who used the pass above Canmore 

to travel from the plains to the Kootenay 

area. The drum was given to me by the Head 

of the Aboriginal Arts Program at The Banff 

Centre for assisting them in setting up the 

administrative section of their department.   

I have kept it as a reminder of all I learned 

from working with the Aboriginal people and 

a reminder of Canmore’s earliest people.

Mining drill bit

Baptismal font spoon

Aboriginal drum
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Rob Alexander

Spurs, medal

This hat badge is from the Calgary Tank Regiment.  

My grandfather, Dr. Laurence Guy Alexander, served as 

the medical officer for the Calgary Tanks (14th Army Tank 

Regiment) during the Second World War.  His story at 

Dieppe during the Dieppe Raid on Aug. 19, 1942 led me 

to one of my passions:  the history of Canada’s role  

during the two world wars.

The spurs were used by my grandfather, Clifford Darton 

Kelly while serving with an artillery regiment during 

WWI.  As a tangible object, these spurs link me to the 

history of the First World War.

Karen Fraser and Ian Schofield

Chamber pot and photo

This photograph is of my mom, Lorraine Fraser and my 

grandmother, Marie (Mary) Rodda. Mary was born in  

Bankhead in 1908, the eldest child of Italian immigrants.  

Her family moved to Canmore when the mine closed.  

Mary and her husband Alfonso managed the Canmore Hotel 

from the mid 1920s. Unfortunately Alfonso became ill in the 

early 1940s and most of the duties fell to Mary. After Alfonso 

died in 1952, Mary was informed that she could not manage 

the hotel and bar because she was a woman (even though 

she had been doing the work for 11 years). The community, 

including the police constable, came to her aid and advised 

the authorities that although she was a petite woman under 

five feet tall, she was very competent and perfectly able to 

stop bar fights!  

Mary managed the hotel on her own until she retired in the 

late 1960s. My mother, Lorraine Fraser, spent much of her 

childhood in the Canmore Hotel. Among other keepsakes 

from the hotel, she saved this chamber pot.

Many years ago this chamber pot rested under 

a bed in the Canmore Hotel, for use in the night.  

Mary Rodda had high standards and the Hotel 

was known for being spotless. Chamber pots were 

scrubbed daily. Poor chambermaids!

Ernie Lakusta

Blacksmith hod, briquettes, 

miners’ ID tags, 

I worked for Canmore mines  

for 18 years and used this  

hod regularly. 

These briquettes were used in  

the heating of our homes.

A miner’s identification tag  

was an important safety check  

for knowing if a miner was  

underground or not.

Adrian and 

Isaac Wilson

Window latch from Bankhead

This comes from our house that 

was originally located in Bankhead. 

In 1922 the mine closed and the 

house was relocated to Banff. 

We believe that around 1955 the 

house was floated down the Bow 

River to Canmore.  The roof had to 

be cut off to fit the house under 

the bridges. 

We replaced the windows of the 

house in 2007 and made the old 

ones into windows. There are  

five remaining as mirrors after  

our renovation. 
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Eleanor Benham

Hugh’s golf putter and little bear statue

For many years my husband Hugh and I drove past Canmore 

on our way to ski or hike in Banff. While on a golf weekend with 

friends Hugh drove his jeep off-road at Fortress Mountain. A nice 

couple told him about the back way to Canmore along the Smith 

Dorian Highway.  He arrived at the overlook by the penstock and 

was blown away by the view. He decided that Canmore would 

some day be our home.  

We moved here in 1996 (part time) and built our home here in 

2001.  We loved the golf and the hiking and especially the  

spectacular views from our windows. My husband passed away 

last year but this is the putter he was using the day he really  

discovered Canmore.

Chris Bartolomie

Hiking gear, sneakers, 

skates  and leg cast

In Canmore it’s all about the 

footwear, whether it’s on 

the ice, on stage or in the 

mountains. Dance shoes for 

Brit, skates for Landis and 

hiking boots for me. More in 

our closet – running shoes, 

bike shoes, ski boots, and a 

leg cast. Tough break.

Sally  Caudill

Kids’ hockey trophy and 

climbing medal

My daughter is a climber 

and my son a hockey player.  

For our family these sports 

embody our life in Canmore.  

They are more then just 

physical pursuits; they  

provide life lessons and 

 connections to many  

amazing Canmore residents!

Lisa  deSoto

Hockey trophy

I have three sons all of whom 

play hockey. It has been an 

absolute joy watching them 

grow and play their favourite 

sport at such a high level.   

I couldn’t be more proud.

Moya  Kelly

Fire spinning chains 

My Canmore girlfriends  

introduced me to fire spinning 

when I first moved to town.  

It is a creative and expressive 

activity that we enjoy doing  

at Riverside Park, at backyard 

parties, and at backcountry 

huts.  They remind me of  

everything that is Canmore  

culture – passionate and  

creative individuals that  

embrace life and love to play!

This bear was given to me by my grandchildren who have spent a great 

deal of time exploring, hiking and playing in Canmore, their favorite 

holiday destination.
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Clay Proctor

Hockey medal

I was born in Canmore, and 

sports have always been 

important. We always had  

to travel to play hockey  

tournaments. This was a 

Crowfoot Bantam 3  

Christmas tournament  

in 1997 and we were  

the champions.

Alex Rogers

Air cadet medal and  

biathlon rifle 

Air cadets and biathlon  

is what I do in Canmore.  

I worked hard to earn  

my medal and  

overcome obstacles.

Ed, Mary and 

 Carly Russell

Canmore Coho  

Swim Club medal

I got this medal from a swim 

meet in 2007. It was my first 

butterfly race and I managed 

to place third. It was important 

for me because it helped me 

to realize that I can truly keep 

trying in swimming.

Marilyn Watt

Olympic volunteer  

recognition medal

I was a volunteer driver  

during the 1988 Winter  

Olympic games. 

I wanted to provide  

recognition of the Olympic 

legacy in Canmore.

Mary Weighell

Vintage leather  

hockey jacket

John Douglas Weighell and 

his wife Elsie raised their  

family in Canmore. Doug 

was an active participant 

with the Banff Mountaineers 

Hockey Club. My husband, 

Dave Weighell, has fond 

memories of his father  

wearing this jacket.

Sandy Nemeth

Canmore Tennis Club 

Mixed Doubles   

Challenge Cup

This trophy dates back to 

1923 (it pre-dates the French 

Open trophy!). Its first  

winners were Nancy Young 

and Cardo Marra. It is a 

much-coveted trophy that 

is still contested every year. 

As the current holders, my 

partner, Conrad Habing and 

I, are proud to be a small part 

of this history.

Alaric Fish

Bicycle chain & gears

My artifact is a bicycle 

chain and gears for my 

mountain bike; a symbol 

for living in Canmore.  

As a town employee,  

I spend most of my time  

at a desk, but the ability  

to go for an amazing 45-

minute bike ride on my 

lunch break helps keep my 

life in balance.

Alaric’s worn out bicycle gears and chain The Canmore Tennis Club Mixed Doubles Challenge Cup
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Morgan Rogers 

Nordic skis and medal

I am a cross country skier. 

These are the skis that I  

always train on and this 

medal is from my best race.

Skiing is what I spend the 

majority of my time here  

doing.  Canmore is a world 

class venue, so why not  

share it?!

MJ Hammond

Alpine ski medals

These medals represent my 

son’s childhood. Ski racing  

was the focus of his passion, 

and he acquired many life 

skills through the discipline 

of competition.

Chandra Crawford

Olympic gold medal

I saw the red line in the snow in front of me and  

realized I was going to cross it first. I was so inspired 

and I thought, “I’d better put my hands up!” I was 

instantly struck by an epiphany “If a kid from Canmore 

can pull this off, anyone can do anything!” Dream BIG!

Canmore’s legacy as a 1988 Nordic Ski Venue has 

given the community and me personally so much. 

The opportunity to grow up with a world class Nordic 

Centre in my backyard and see the National Ski Team 

train and compete here inspired me to pursue my 

Olympic dreams. Today I feel continually grateful for 

the shared passion and work done by many to run all 

levels of competition and create a vibrant place for 

the community.

Perry Davis

Ski pole tip and old stove

I found this old ski pole  

tip on a ski trail near  

Lake Louise. 

This Optimus Svea stove,  

still usable, was a classic 

mountaineering and  

backpacking stove in its 

day–and those days aren’t 

over for this one yet!

Linda Dunbar

World Cup logo  

on mug made by  

Katie Borrowman

The World Cup logo  

represents the very success-

ful staging of World Cup ski 

events hosted at the  

Canmore Nordic Centre in 

2005, 2008, 2010 and 2012.   

The mug was handmade by 

local potter Katie Borrowman 

as an award for top athletes.

Chandra’s Olympic Gold medal

Optimus Svea stove
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Sharon Wood

Climbing equipment

This gear has been with me all 

over the world, from Mount 

Yamnuska to the South Face of 

Aconcagua (highest mountain 

in the Americas) and Denali in 

Alaska, and back home again. 

Climbing is what brought me 

to the Bow Valley in 1976. With 

the mountains at my doorstep, 

I don’t expect to call anywhere 

else home.

Toby Harper

Alpine Club of Canada 

logo and climbing rope

The Alpine Club of Canada,  

established 1906, is a  

proud part of the Canmore 

community.  Alpine, ice 

and rock–climbing, and ski 

mountaineering are  

activities strongly associated 

with Canmore and the  

surrounding mountains.

Glen and Louise Crawford

Old ski boot and wooden ski 

The Hanwag ski boot in its day (the mid 70s) was a leap 

in ski mountaineering gear.  It is a symbol of my place in 

Canmore and the time I spent in the mountains.  

Early Canmore residents would have used skis like this for 

recreation, similar to the ones my dad brought home for 

my brothers and me to use in the early 60s.

Some of the climbing gear that has helped Sharon 

scale great heights.
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Statue of bighorn sheep

“My dad gave it to me and it has been in the 
family a long time.  I brought it in because it’s a 
mammal of Alberta.”

Rubber dinosaur 

“Dinosaurs lived hundreds and hundreds of years 
ago and this represents fossils.”

Handle of ski pole 

“Almost all of the kids at the 
school ski or snowboard.”

Pencil

“All the kids here use pencils.  We have to use pencils 
or we can’t write anything down.”

Key

“A key to an old car we had.”

Pinecones

“There are lots of pinecones around the school so 
I cut a couple off with my sword.”

Jawbone with teeth

“I found it on a hike but I’m still trying to figure out what it 
is. Could be a moose jaw, or maybe an elk jaw.”

Crystal snowflake

“Made in art class by putting string in Borax and 
leaving it for awhile. It grows crystals.”

Artist Peter Powning 

demonstrates the  

casting process to  

the students.

Casts taken of students’ artifacts
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Cathy Harrop

Stethoscope and flute

The hospital has been in Canmore 

since 1903, in various locations.  

Today there are about 250 employees 

associated with the hospital. I have 

been a nurse here for 16 years, serving 

thousands of people in the area. 

I brought my flute, too, because music 

is such a vibrant part of life in the Bow 

Valley. I have played since I was seven 

years old. I have a lung that is small, and 

my mother thought it would improve 

my health. I play the flute in church and 

with a small classical group called the  

“Poco Rit Ensemble”.

Cheryl Baxter

Cell phone

Our instruments of  

connection defy the logic 

of our choice to live in a 

“lifestyle” community.  We 

celebrate the communion 

with nature while texting 40 

words per minute.  

I am the greatest offender!

Parker Bloom

Old dial phone

This is the original phone 

from Stonecrop Studios that 

passed from my father, Tony 

Bloom, to me in 1994. It’s a 

symbol of many  

great conversations!

Evelyn Lambert

Hair styling tools

This curling iron was given  

to me by Eva Reynolds.   

The rollers were given to  

me by my mom.  I have  

been a hairdresser for 46 

years in Canmore.

Penny Casey

Belt buckle

This belt buckle was  

presented to my husband 

Ron after serving on council 

as mayor from 1995 to 2001.   

He then took one term  

off before coming back to 

serve three more terms as 

mayor of Canmore.

Mike Petroff

Builder’s level

These are the tools we  

have used since 1978 when 

we started our own  

construction company.  

It has been an honour to be 

a part of this community.

Jim Ridley 

Swiss army knife

This multi-purpose tool has 

helped me travel safely and 

complete work projects 

every single day.  My two 

favourite uses are holding 

doors open (a doorstop) 

and opening bottles of 

beverages. Oh, and whittling 

wood is fun too.

Hans Helder

Town of Canmore seal 

This seal symbolizes the  

crucial role of governance in 

a successful community.

Cheryl’s well-worn blackberry phone.
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Susan Gottselig

Diamond shears 

As a glass artist, I use my diamond 

shears to cut, shape and pull glass to 

create various images.  

My relationship with the tools I use 

for blowing and sculpting hot glass 

is a special one, and I value them far 

beyond their cost. They are hand-made 

just like the pieces I make with them, 

and over years of using and caring for 

them, a strong bond has formed.

Bow Valley Chorus

Conductor’s baton 

John Goulart has directed 

the Bow Valley Chorus since 

it began in the year 2000,  

leading the choir and  

full orchestra through  

performances of some of the 

world’s great classical choral 

works. Canmore residents 

Patrick McCloskey (bass) and  

Heather Walter (alto) have 

loved their longstanding  

association with the choir.

John Borrowman

Potter’s calipers

I have earned my living in 

Canmore as a potter for 

nearly forty years and I chose 

to have my potter’s calipers 

included as a part of ‘Touch-

stone’ to recognize the 

influence of the arts in the 

history of our community. 

Now that my daughter Katie 

is working in the studio as 

a second generation potter 

and artisan, I am proud to 

know that the arts continue 

to be nurtured in Canmore.

Tom Hjorleifson

Sculpting tools

These are my favourite  

sculpting tools.  I’ve spent 

untold hours using these 

tools creating hundreds 

of pieces over more than 

twenty years.

Craig Richards

Film developing reel and shutter release cable

Photography is woven into all aspects of my life.   

I am a traditionalist and still use film and develop prints 

in a darkroom. 

Photography has given me a voice to express not just 

where I have been but what I feel about where I am.  

These mountains are not inanimate hunks of rock, but 

are alive and change with every minute, hour, day and 

season. They have become my friends and, like all  

my friends, I have the utmost respect and admiration 

for them.

Tom’s sculpting tools
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Donna Jo Massie

Paintbrush

I chose a paintbrush because 

I am a “home grown” Canmore 

artist, and watercolours are 

my medium. I became a 

full time professional artist 

in 1988.  Since then I have 

also taught adults and 

students, and I have written 

a Canadian best seller, Rocky 

Mountain Sketchbook, about 

painting these glorious 

mountains in my hometown.

Priscilla Janes

Potting tool

I am a potter and have a 

 pottery studio in my home.  

This tool is an essential part of 

my artistic process, to finish the 

form of my pots.

Tony Bloom

Japanese carving

This sculpture of a young  

girl was carved by Yoichi  

Matsuda, the preeminent 

sculptor from Canmore’s 

sister city, Higashikawa.   

He gave this to me when we 

visited his studio in 2007. He 

was in his 90s at the time.

Teresa Rambold

Martin guitar and skates

This 1949 Martin is a family  

heirloom and it feeds my 

creative spirit every day with 

its presence and beauty.  

I am a music therapist who 

improvises, collaborates, and 

plays this guitar with passion, 

to encourage healing and  

to invite transcendence  

and wellbeing.

I was a figure skating coach 

for over 30 years. Now I love 

taking my skates to the  

Canmore Skating Pond!

Pat Sullivan

Harmonica 

Music is my community.  

I have played in a local band, 

“Sully’s Garage”, for 15 years. 

It started out in my garage 

where we’d get together 

every week to drink beer and 

sing John Prine songs. The 

saga continues to this day.

Jan Tissandier

Tuning forks and gardening fork

My tuning forks remind me of the wonderful sound of 

voices raised in song, children singing, church choirs, 

shower singers, and opera singers. Singing with the 

women’s a cappella group, In the Pink, has brought deep 

joy and life-long friendships, as well as beautiful harmonies 

to my life.

We learned gardening skills from our next-door neighbour, 

Lou Sandrelli, who was always generous with his advice and 

wisdom.  His beautiful garden was an inspiration to us. 

Singing and gardening – may the forks be with you!

Jan’s assortment of forks
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Alpenglow Community School

Wreath and carved mushrooms

The wreath symbolizes the circle of our Waldorf-inspired 

community and friendships as well as the changing seasons 

and years. Canmore is a beautiful and awe-inspiring  

environment and a caring community to raise children.   

The mushrooms symbolize the development and growth of 

our children as we nurture and care for them and  

ourselves in community.  

Sharing fruit and muffins and snacks is a favourite time  

together for the children. With each snack, we light a candle 

with the wreath around it. The wooden toy mushrooms are 

used in storytelling and the children transform them into 

gnomes, stools, mountains or whatever as they play  

in deep imagination.

Patricia Bories

Christmas decoration

Every year, my family goes to 

the Canmore New Year’s Eve 

Party on the Pond.   

We skate under the stars, 

talk, and laugh and watch 

the fireworks.  Then we go 

home for hot chocolate 

with the “works”.  These little 

skates always hang on our 

Christmas tree and remind me 

of that special time.

Therese Rogers

Raven carving

This raven was carved by our 

dear friend Tony Vanderlee for 

his craft business. Tony sadly 

passed away in 2006 and this 

raven and the many that fly 

around Canmore always remind 

us of him. Canmore Collegiate 

High School has the “Raven 

Awards” in memory of Tony.  

The award honours a student 

in communication technology, 

woodworking, art, drama or 

music that displays great joy 

and passion for their craft—the 

one who is “ravin’” about what 

they do!

Christine and  

Jason deSoto 

Larch tree branch

This larch branch signifies 

raising our four children in 

Canmore and most import-

antly what a wonderful place 

Canmore has been to raise 

them. We planted the larch 

tree in our yard 18 years ago 

when our second child Paulo 

was born.  The tree is now 30 

feet tall.

Jenny and  

Graham Sheppard 

Wedding rings, home key

We are proud to call Can-

more home, as this is where 

we began our journey 

together as a family. These 

items are symbols of our 

foundation and unity as a 

family—our first home, our 

marriage and where we wel-

comed our most precious 

gift, our daughter.

Wreath and  

toy mushrooms
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Rosslyn Clark

Stone hot water bottle

In 1980 when my family and I immigrated to 

Alberta, my grandmother, Margaret Healy Clark, 

was 87 years old.  Since the beginning of that 

century, she had watched members of her family 

leave for a “better life” in America or Canada. The 

morning I left, she told me Canada was very cold 

and I should take this stone hot water bottle for 

the journey.  We were traveling by plane, and  

the ceramic bottle weighed a ton. We all had  

a good laugh.  

My grandmother never ventured more than 

five miles from her house in Scotland so I can’t 

imagine what she would say to see her old hot 

water bottle cast into an important sculpture on 

the other side of the world.  But in memory of all 

the pioneer women whose feet and hearts were 

warmed by the grandmothers they left behind, I 

think it is right and fitting that the stone hot water 

bottle should have a place here.

When the railroad opened up across Canada, women 

making the long journey often warmed their feet by  

placing them on stone hot water bottles, covering the 

bottle with their skirts, forming a tent to trap the heat.

Marty Avery

Dog sculpture

Lucy is a wee sculpture of 

our family dog who once 

found her head in the mouth 

of a cougar while standing 

on our back deck.  Wildly 

playful and friendly – that’s 

Canmore! Lucy was our B.F.F. 

(Best Furry Friend)

Bateman family

Claymore, otter, rabbit 

poo, teeth 

Dexter was born in  

Glasgow and was given this 

Scottish sword replica (a 

claymore) as a gift. Morgan, 

born in Canmore, brought a 

toy otter because his middle 

name is Otter. 

David moved here from 

Ontario in 1980. Since  

then, he got a crown,  

needs reading glasses  

and a night guard, and says, 

“This symbolizes that I am 

staying–my aging process 

has started!”

Gayle Bories

Shortbread mold 

Canmore was named after 

an ancient Scottish King 

so it is fitting that our new 

sculpture should hold the 

national emblem of Scotland, 

a thistle.  This thistle-shaped 

mold creates the perfect 

large shortbread-round  

that graces our family table 

every Christmas.

Charlie Bredo

House numbers

This house number repre-

sents the beginning of my 

wife’s and my life together 

here, from the first house 

we lived in after we were 

married.  We had our first 

two children (Izzy and Hazel) 

in this house and many 

memories of time spent with 

friends and family.

Ursula Wolf and 

daughter Jasmine

Bracelet, mineral, toy car

This native bracelet was 

made for me by the people 

on the Morley reserve.  

The miniature toy car is a 

special toy, and the piece of 

quartz was a special parting 

gift from a compassionate 

counselor in Canmore. 

I wanted my daughter to 

have a chance to add to 

Canmore’s history and to 

include a reminder of how 

fortunate we are to call  

Canmore home.

Helmi Bracco

Glass bowl, Ookpik

This Ittala glass bowl represents 

the Finnish Heritage of my mother 

Laura Bracco, and the Finns who 

came to settle in Canmore. The 

Ookpik was carved for me by a 

student in Saluit, Nunavik where I 

worked as a teacher and met my 

future husband Brian Callaghan. 

I made one for my father, John 

Bracco when I was in about grade 

three, which he kept on his desk 

until he retired. In his career, he was 

appointed as a judge for Nunavut. 

He shared our passion for the  

Arctic, and the Ookpik is a reminder.
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Maureen Reeves

Celtic brooch

The origin of this brooch’s 

design is Celtic, like the origin 

of Canmore’s name, Ceann 

Mór.  My origins are also 

Celtic. I had been searching 

for a brooch like this for  

years to fasten my scarves 

and cloaks. I finally found 

one at the Canmore  

Highland Games.  

Synchronicity!

Marg Szamosfalvi

Dog leash

This item represents the 

love affair that Canmore has 

with her canine population. 

(Canmore’s most recent  

census indicates that our 

dog population is larger than 

our kid population.) We,  

too, love our own  

four-legged friend!

Marsha Wright

Spool of thread 

As a quilter, thread forms the 

basis of my craft. Surprisingly, 

Canmore is a quilting mecca 

with a large and active guild 

as well as the best and biggest 

quilt store in Canada.  

This old wooden spool of 

thread symbolizes quilting’s 

connection to the past and 

my gratitude to be a quilter 

in Canmore.

Anna and  

Fraser Gleig

Toy bear and ant

We see ants everywhere.  We like to catch 

them on our driveway. We like to dig up the 

anthills and watch them work and play.

We want to protect bears in our environment. 

They are cute.  Once we saw a black bear 

and a grizzly bear on the drive home from a 

camping trip.

Elder  

Tom Crane Bear

Medallion and ring

For Indian people the  

trees are alive, stones are 

alive, water is alive,  

everything is alive, the 

mountains, everything.

Maureen’s Celtic brooch

Myla Corey

Seed pod from my garden

A poppy seed is like a rattle.   

It sounds musical.  I like to  

garden and I have many 

poppy seeds.

Anna and Fraser’s bear and ant
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Ric Proctor

Horns found in Lawrence 

Grassi’s home

Lawrence Grassi has  

historical, natural and cultural 

connections to Canmore and 

the Bow Valley. I removed 

these horns and other items 

from his house before it was 

demolished in the hopes that 

they would help tell his story.

Mavis Sautner

Pinecone on branch

When I moved here from  

the prairies I noticed the 

beautiful smell of the pine 

trees. It was so clean, new, 

and different from what I 

was used to.  I found it  

intoxicating & still do!

David Foxcroft

Fossil, paintbrush, 

Eiffel Tower, 

bark horse sculpture

I found this fossil in the 

mountains, representing the 

age of the mountains. My 

dad used this old paintbrush. 

The Eiffel Tower represents 

Canmore’s international 

community, and I also 

brought this handmade 

primitive toy horse.

Jessica Wallace

Hummingbird ornament, 

pinecone

I remember watching 

hummingbirds flitting 

around the feeders that 

mom used to place outside 

the house.  We used to 

watch them for hours!  

When I think of Canmore 

I am reminded of all the 

wonderful memories spent 

with family.  These treasures 

represent those memories 

and remind us just how 

beautiful nature can be.

Kim Titchener

Cougar pelt

Wildlife is the reason people have come to the 

Bow Valley, from the First Nations up to the current 

residents. We live here because we value wildlife on 

the landscape.  

This cougar and grizzly bear lived and died in the 

Bow Valley. The grizzly and her cub were struck and 

killed by a train. I hope the cub’s little paw print and 

his story will be a reminder to us all that we must 

continue to work to keep wildlife on the landscape. 

After all, it’s why we are here.

Friends of Kananaskis    Eagle skull

This represents Canmore’s celebrated golden eagle migration.

Navarana Smith

Tree of life pendant

While on a three-month exchange to Belgium, I came across 

this pendant and was immediately drawn to it as it reminded 

me of my home, Canmore. The tree is important to me as it 

represents our incredible natural environment, a significant 

part of Canmore’s identity.  

Additionally, the roots of the tree symbolize the grounding of 

my community and the exceptional support so many have 

given to me as an individual. As I go out to  

explore the world and expand my perspective during the 

next changes of my life, I will not forget my incredible roots in 

such a supportive hometown.  

Ultimately I chose this artifact as to me everything from the 

flourishing flower on the tree to the flying birds is a reminder and 

reflection on how powerful coming together as a community is.
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Peter Powning

The Artist

The process I used to produce the bronze “cultural mulch” relief for Touchstone 

depended on community participation. The objects that people brought to me in 

schools and the Civic Centre were widely varied and represented  many aspects of 

Canmore’s history and people. 

I took each object and made an impression with it in soft clay through a protective 

membrane. I then poured plaster in the resulting impression to fabricate a stamp of 

that portion of the object. Back in my studio I used the plaster stamps to impress slabs 

of clay with the array of objects collected. The next step was to pour plaster over the 

clay slabs to produce a pattern for making sand molds for bronze casting. Once the 

molds were made I poured molten bronze to produce the bronze relief. The bronze 

was then tooled to fit and to get rid of casting gates and then hand finished; after that, 

it was welded together and I applied the patina to change the colour and give the 

bronze depth.

The idea that the people of Canmore would play a part in determining the content of 

the sculpture obviously had appeal to many and made it an exciting process with an 

evocative outcome.

Identifying artifact impressions.
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The finished sculpture.

Pouring the molten bronze 

into the molds at Peter’s 

home studio

Finished bronze relief

Some of the amazing rock from the Kamenka Quarry.
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